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Analyzing social media data

A parallel is frequently drawn between data and oil, both being valuable resources waiting to be mined. Social media data makes up a large proportion of what is commonly referred to as “big data”.

Recent demographics published by the Pew Research Center (2016) indicate that 8 out of 10 Americans using the internet use Facebook and approximately 1 in 4 use Twitter. When you consider that 86% of Americans currently use the internet, you get a better idea of the amount of data out there to be mined. Reddit, the social news aggregator, is the 4th most visited site in the US and the 8th in the world.

This content rich website garnered over 200 million monthly visitors as of August 2017.

Social media data is being used widely in research across disciplines, including political science, communications, journalism and business. The impact of social media on the political landscape and the extent of its influence in the campaigning and the election process, as well as the interplay between traditional and social media, are current topics of interest. Social media data can also serve as a barometer for monitoring changing attitudes toward newsworthy or controversial issues.

The results of social media research can be leveraged in business. They can be used as both a means of understanding client needs and developing communication and advertising strategies geared to serving those needs. Social media research can also serve to help determine a company’s exposure within the market and be used to track competitors.

Mining social media textual data, like oil, can be made considerably easier if you have the right tools. The text analytics technology of QDA Miner and WordStat gives you the ability to pull and moni- tor vast quantities of social media data directly from Twitter, public Facebook and Reddit pages and RSS feeds, quickly identify keywords and themes, extract topics and categorize data according to pre-established topics. If location data is available, you can even map your results using our unique and easy to use GIS mapping tool.
A number of key features in QDA Miner and WordStat are very effective when analyzing social media data.

**Automatic importation and monitoring from Twitter, reddit, RSS feeds and public Facebook pages:** One of the most useful new features in QDA Miner is the ability to import data directly from Twitter, Reddit, RSS feeds and public Facebook pages and monitor your query beyond a single search. Twitter firehouse access, which offers you 100% of the data pertaining to your query, can currently be purchased through third party vendors but can be extremely costly and is often unnecessary for the scope of your project. With QDA Miner you can capture up to 18,000 tweets every 15 minutes at absolutely no data cost.

Your query can be monitored over time using Provalis Research's Web Collector, which allows you to automatically collect data as long as your computer remains on. Set the monitoring parameters of the Web Collector to capture data as often as every minute.

**Automatic variable extraction:** Along with the unstructured text, social media data comes with valuable metadata that can be automatically imported into QDA Miner as variables, which can enable a more comprehensive analysis of your dataset. This metadata varies depending on the source and can include date, like and comment counts, follower and friend counts, favorites and retweets and upvotes and downvotes etc.

**Clustering and topic modelling for exploratory text mining:** One of the greatest challenges in working with social media data is its sheer volume. The topic modelling and clustering features of WordStat enable you to quickly see themes emerging from a large dataset. Monitoring relevant themes in the social conversation can provide useful information by revealing dominant or changing opinions on key players, issues, companies or products. It can be useful in brand and crisis monitoring and help inform the trajectory of your research.

**Special character recognition:** WordStat allows you to dictate the type and placement of special characters during text processing. This option allows you to distinguish regular words from hashtags as necessary.

**Crossstabulation with date variables:** Measure the frequency of a topic or a hashtag over time using crossstabulation. This information reveals the ebb and flow of topics and hashtags over time and allows you to pinpoint key dates that may have relevance in your research.

**Geocoding and Mapping:** The metadata associated with your social media data may contain location information. This information may already be in the form of latitude and longitude. It if takes the form of the name of a city, state or country, postal code or even an IP address, QDA Miner's Geocoding feature can help you transform it into latitude and longitude. You can then display the spatial distribution of your codes, topics, keywords and hashtags with our unique and easy to use GIS mapping feature, available in both WordStat and QDA Miner.

**Content analysis dictionaries:** WordStat offers you the possibility to apply a premade categorization dictionary or create a custom categorization dictionary of key words and phrases which allow you to measure specific dimensions of your dataset, including sentiment. Building comprehensive and reusable dictionaries tailored to your subject matter is a great way to automate the categorization process allowing you to save a considerable amount of time.

**Keyword and phrase frequency:** Measuring frequency of keywords and phrases, whether they be product, people or company names, illustrates the online social share-of-voice, valuable exposure information allowing you to gauge the visibility or presence of a person, place or organization amongst its competitors.

Social media is taking on a role of increasing importance in political campaigning and social media users employ these types of platforms to discuss the election issues that matter to them. Bruns and Burgess (2011) monitored the online chatter to identify key themes around the #aussievotes hashtag on Twitter during the 2010 Australian federal election. They used WordStat to extract the most frequent keywords and in turn used these terms to determine five thematic areas. They tracked these themes over time to determine their interconnection with mainstream media coverage and political events.

Al-Rawi (2016) in his comparative study of Twitter news used WordStat to identify frequent and cooccurring keywords and topics mentioned in the headlines of over 360,000 tweets on the Twitter pages of 12 English and Arabic news organizations for insight into their news selection, specifically in relation to global proximity of the stories covered.

In their paper which sought to gauge Twitter users' perception of cannabis edibles, Lamy et al. (2016) used QDA Miner to manually code a sample of 3000 tweets for source and sentiment. Intercoder reliability was tested using the Coding Agreement function in QDA Miner. WordStat's frequency analysis was then performed using the Lexicoder Sentiment Dictionary. Results show that word choice and media type are important factors in the success of a campaign and should be taken into consideration by social media mangers when developing their marketing and communications plans.

For more information, go to provalisresearch.com